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CONSTITUTION CHi^GES 
59/208 THAT SECTION 30 OF THE CONSTITU'^ ION BE AMENDED BY INSERTING 
AFTER THE WORDS "OF THE UNION" THE WORDS "AND THE UNION HOUSE 
COMMITTEE SHALL HAVE THE POWER TO ACT, AMEND, OR REPEAL BY-
LAWS CONSISTENT WITH THE REGULATIONS AND CONSTITUTION OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND UNION, I^ ilCH BY-LAWS SHALL HAVE FORCE 
ANr, EFFECT UPON THEIR ADOPTION BY UNION COUNCIL. 
Gregory/Martin 
59/209 AMEND SECTION 4 (a) OF THE CONSTITUTION BY INSERTING 
" 'BY-UWS' MEANS BY-LAWS MADE PURSUANT TO AND UNDER THIS 
CONSTITUTION." 
Gregory/Martin 
59/157 THAT THE WORDS "BREACH OF DISCIPLINE MEANS ANY BREACH OF THIS 
CONSTITUTION OR THE REGULATIONS THEREUNDER" BE OMITTED FROM 
SECTION 32 OF THE CONSTITUTION AND THAT THE FOLLOWING WORDS 
BE SUBSTITUTED THEREFORE: 
"BREACH OF DISCIPLINE MEANS ANY BREACH OF THE PROVISIONS OF 
THIS CONSTITUTION OR OF THE REGULATIONS OR BY-LAWS MADE 
HEREUNDER." 
Gregory/Chapman 
N.B.(The Constitution Changes listed above have been passed once -
at the May 14th Council Meeting). 
59/249 THAT THE WORDS "APART FROM MEMBERSHIP OF THE EXECUTIVE" BE 
DELETED FROM SECTION 19 OF THE CONSTITUTION. 
Grazer/ 
The following are Constitution Changes associated with the incorporation 
of Post-Graduate Students as members of the University of Queensland Union. 
SECTION 7.1 (g) ALL PERSONS TAKING APPROVED COURSES AT THE UI^ IIVERSITY. 
LSC/1 
SECTION 7.1 (h) PRESENT CLAUSE (g) 
LSC/2 
SECTION 45.4 
SECTION 45.3 (d) 
....PROVIDED THAT ANNUAL SUMS AS SPECIFIED IN 
REGULATIONS SHALL BE SET ASIDE FOR THE FOLLOWIITG FUNDS: 
(a) PART-TIME STUDENTS FUND 
(b) POST-GRADUATE STUDENTS ADMINISTRATION FUND 
(c) POST-GRADUATE STUDENTS GENERAL FUND. 
LSC/3 
A SPECIAL COMMITTEE SHALL BE ESTABLISHED BY THE 
EUGUUTIONS FOR THE PUPJ>OSE OF DECIDING THE MODE 
OF EXPENDITURE FROM THE POST-GRADUATE STUDENTS 
GENERAL FUND. 
LSC/4 
SECTION 25.2 
,2. 
...,T0 WHICH ALL MEMBERS SHALL BELONG BY VIRTUE OF THEIR 
MEMBERSHIP OF THE UNION, PROVIDED THAT THE FOLLOWING 
ASSOCIATIONS SHALL BE CONSTITUENT BODIES: 
(a) THE WOMEN»S CLUB 
(b) THE POST-GRADUATE ASSOCIATION 
LSC/5 
SECTION 13.1 (k) THREE (3) REPRESENTATIVES OF POST-GRADUATE STUDENTS 
ELECTED BY AND FROM THOSE POST-GRADUATE STUDENTS OF 
THIS UNIVERSITY VJHO ARE MEl'lBERS OF THE UNION. 
LSC/12 
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